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Abstract: Evaluation on achievement of scientists plays an important role in efficiently mining
information of human resources. A metrics model, which is employed to calculate the number
of academic papers, research awards and scientific research projects, often significantly affects the
degree of fairness as it is used to compare the achievements of more than one scientist. In particular,
it often becomes difficult to quantify the achievement for each scientist if there are a lot of participants
in the same research output. In this paper, a new nonlinear metrics model, called a credit function,
is established to mine the information of the individual research outputs (IRO). An example is
constructed to show that different credit functions may generate distinct ranking for the scientists.
By the proposed nonlinear methods in this paper, the inequality relation of contribution in the same
IRO can be quantified, and the obtained ranking on the scientists is more acceptable than the existing
linear method available in the literature. Finally, the proposed metrics model is applied in solving
three practical problems, especially combined with the technique for order preference by similarity to
an ideal solution (TOPSIS).
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1. Introduction

In human resource management of universities and scientific research institutes, it is essential
to mine useful information from the individual research outputs (IRO) of professional faculties.
Particularly, for the competitors in promotion, tenure and faculty positions, a fair metrics model is
required to evaluate the quality and quantity of IRO, such as the academic papers, research awards
and scientific research projects. As pointed out in [1], owing to complexity and uncertainty in many
decision situations, effective and quantitative models are helpful to the managers’ decision-making
and planning.

With regard to the quality of the IRO, two main approaches, the so-called bibliometric measure
(objective) and peer review (subjective) approaches, have been proposed for the IRO evaluation in the
literature. Because the bibliometric analysis cannot be applied across the board to all departments in a
large number of universities and scientific research institutes [2], peer review has become the principal
method of assessment [3]. Although the objective evaluation approach represented by citation-based
models and bibliometric indicators cannot replace the subjective evaluation based on an in-depth
peer-review analysis of scientific products, it is helpful to elaborate large quantities of data when
peer reviewing becomes difficult to implement [4]. Actually, the so-called h-index (Hirsch index)
has been widely accepted as a measure of individual research achievement, which is advantageous
compared to other bibliometric indicators such as the total number of citations or the number of papers
published in journals of high impact factor [3,5]. Similar to the h-index in [6], the A-index(average
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index), R-index(root index), and AR-index(Age-dependent R-index) presented in [7] are also useful
measure tools of IRO quality. In addition, The g-index was defined by Leo Egghe in [8] to measure the
quality of the published articles. Specifically, given a set of articles ranked in decreasing order of the
number of citations that they received, the g-index is the (unique) largest number such that the top g
articles received (together) at least g2 citations.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there exist few efficient metrics models to calculate the
quantity of the IRO. Especially, if there is more than one participant in the same IRO, it becomes difficult
to exactly measure the outputs of the competitors such that the inequality relation of contribution in
the same IRO can be quantified. For example, if there are p published journal papers for a scientist, all
of which are completed by multiple authors, then it is obvious that the number of the papers is less
than p for the scientist since the other authors’ contributions should be subtracted. The difficulty lies in
calculating the contribution of each author in the same paper unless there is a statement: “All authors
contributed equally to all aspects of this work” in the paper. In the case that there are multiple authors
in the same journal paper, a linear measurement method was presented. to calculate the number of the
paper for each author in [9,10].

Instead of the method in [9], this article intends to formulate the nonlinearity existing in the
distribution of the participant’ contribution in the same IRO, including the journal paper. We will first
define some nonlinear functions, called credit functions, to calculate the credit of each participant in the
same academic paper, research award or scientific research project for the authors, winners or proposers.
Then, we will calculate the number of the IRO for each participant by the participant’s share in the total
credit. It will be shown that, in virtue of different credit functions, the corresponding quantification
methods of achievement and the ranking result may be distinct for the scientists. Especially, by the
proposed nonlinear methods in this paper, the obtained rank of the scientists appears more acceptable
than the existing linear methods available in the literature.

Since it is common that there are multiple criteria (papers, awards and projects) to evaluate the
IRO, the final rank for all the participants is involved in multi-criteria decision-making problems.
Specifically, it is required to determine the weight of each criterion such that an integrated evaluation
is obtained for all the participants. Therefore, this article will focus on a new ranking method based on
the credit functions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, new nonlinear credit functions
will be proposed to quantify the IRO. Section 3 is devoted to the differences of the credit functions in
evaluating the number of IRO. In Section 4, an extended TOPSIS method will be developed. In Section 5,
the proposed method is applied into solving some practical problems, especially combined with the
technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS).

2. New Nonlinear Measure on IRO

In this section, a new nonlinear approach is proposed to quantify the individual research output.
It is noted that, in [9], for an author who has np papers and is ranked k j among the mj authors in

the j-th paper (1 ≤ j ≤ p), the contribution of the author in the j-th paper is quantified by

nj = 2(mj − k j + 1)/(m2
j + mj), (1)

and the total number of papers is calculated by

n̄p =
p

∑
j=1

nj. (2)
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From (1), it is clear that the author’s contribution nj is decreasing in rank k j, and that of all the
authors form an arithmetic progression, (mj, mj − 1, mj − 2, . . ., 1), from the first to the last author.
In other words, the authors’ contribution is computed by the following linear function

y = −x + mj + 1, x = 1, 2, · · · , mj, (3)

where x is the rank of the author in the paper, and y is the author’s contribution.
To present new nonlinear measures on the quantity of IRO, we first present a general definition of

a credit function to evaluate the share of each participant to the total contribution of the same IRO.

Definition 1. f : [1,+∞) → [0, 1] is called a credit function if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) f is continuous and decreasing in the interval x ∈ [1,+∞); (2) lim

x→+∞
f (x) = 0.

Definition 2. Let f : [1,+∞)→ [0, 1] be a credit function. If an IRO is involved with m participants,
we call the share of the j-th participant:

cj =
f (j)

m
∑

j=1
f (j)

(4)

in the total credits of all the participants in the IRO as a measure of IRO.

By definition, we know that the following functions f1, f2 and f3 are examples of credit functions:

f1(x) =


b− kx 1 ≤ x ≤ b

k
,

0, x >
b
k

,
(5)

where k > 0 and b are given constants such that
b
k
≥ 1,

f2(x) =
1

(px)α
, x ∈ [1,+∞), (6)

where α > 0 and p > 0 are given constants,

f3(x) = 1/a(λx−µ), x ∈ [1,+∞), (7)

where a > 1, λ > 0 and µ > 0 are fixed constants.
By virtue of a certain credit function, we can quantify the contribution for each professional

faculty even if the article, the research award and the scientific research project are completed by lots
of participants. For example, if k = 1 and b = n + 1 in (5), i.e., the credit function is specified by

f1(x) =

{
(n + 1)− x, x ≤ n + 1,
0, x > n + 1.

(8)

Suppose that the number of authors in a published paper is m. Then, we can calculate the number
of paper for each author in this paper by (8). Let clin

j represent the number of the paper for the j-th

author. We calculate clin
j by

clin
j =

f (j)
m
∑

i=1
f (i)

=
2(n− j + 1)

m(2n + 1−m)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , m. (9)
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Actually, in the case that m = n, the credit of each author defined by (9) turns out to be that by the
method (1) proposed in [9]. In other words, the method in [9] is just a special case associated with the
linear credit function (8).

With the other credit functions, we obtain a series of formulae to quantify the contribution of all
the authors in the same paper, of the winners in the same research awards, or of the proposers in the
same research project.

In (6), set α = p = 1. Then, the credit function f2 is specified by

f2(x) =
1
x

, x ∈ [1,+∞). (10)

If there are m winners in a research award, then the credit of the j-th winner is measured by
f2(j) = 1/j, and the total credit of all the winners in the same research award is expressed by
1+ 1/2+ 1/3+ · · ·+ 1/m. Thus, with the help of (10), the contribution of the j-th winner is quantified
by the share of the j-th winner in the total credit:

cinv
j =

(1/j)
1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + · · ·+ 1/m

. (11)

Similarly, set a = 2, λ = µ = 1 in (7). Then, the credit function f3 is defined by

f3(x) = (1/2)(x−1), x ∈ [1,+∞). (12)

If there are m participants in a research project, then by (12), the contribution of the j-th participant
is quantified by

cexp
j =

(1/2)j−1

2− (1/2)m−1 . (13)

Actually, if we regard the credit of the j-th participant as f3(j) = 1/2(j−1), then the credits from
the first author to the last author form an arithmetic progression: (1,1/2, . . ., 1/2(m−1)). The total credit
of all the participants is

1 + 1/2 + (1/2)2 + · · ·+ (1/2)(m−1).

The contribution of the j-th participant, cexp
j , is defined as the share in the total credit.

On the basis of the above preparation, we finally present a new concept, called the standardized
IRO number of the participant (SNP).

Definition 3. Let n be the original IRO number of a participant. Let mi be the total number of
the participants in the IRO, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. oi is the order of the participant in the mi participants,
1 ≤ oi ≤ mi. We call

s =
n

∑
i=1

f (oi)
mi
∑

j=1
f (oj)

(14)

the standardized IRO number of the participant.

3. Difference of Credit Functions in Evaluation of IRO

In this section, we intend to show the differences of the proposed credit functions in quantifying
the IRO.

For simplification, we only focus on computing the number of a published paper with one or
multiple authors. The method can be easily extended to quantify the other kinds of individual outputs.

If m = 1 in (9), (11) and (13), then it is easy to see that

clin
1 = cinv

1 = cexp
1 = 1. (15)
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Obviously, for all the three methods, the result (15) is in accordance with the practical observation
on one paper with a sole author.

If there are two authors in a paper, i.e., m = 2 in (9), (11) and (13), then it is obtained that

clin
1 = cinv

1 = cexp
1 = 0.667, clin

2 = cinv
2 = cexp

2 = 0.333. (16)

Refs. (15) and (16) indicate that there are not any differences among the three credit functions if
the number of the authors is one or two. However, if m ≥ 2, we can show their differences.

In Tables 1–4, we report the distribution of contribution to the same paper for all the authors in
the cases m = 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively.

Table 1. Distribution of contribution for m = 3.

Credit Functions 1st 2nd 3rd

f1(x) 0.500 0.333 0.167
f2(x) 0.545 0.273 0.182
f3(x) 0.571 0.286 0.143

Table 2. Distribution of contribution for m = 4.

Credit Functions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

f1(x) 0.400 0.300 0.200 0.100
f2(x) 0.480 0.240 0.160 0.120
f3(x) 0.533 0.267 0.133 0.067

Table 3. Distribution of contribution for m = 5.

Credit Functions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

f1(x) 0.333 0.267 0.200 0.133 0.067
f2(x) 0.438 0.219 0.146 0.109 0.088
f3(x) 0.516 0.258 0.129 0.065 0.032

Table 4. Distribution of contribution for m = 6.

Credit Functions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

f1(x) 0.286 0.238 0.190 0.143 0.095 0.048
f2(x) 0.408 0.204 0.136 0.102 0.082 0.068
f3(x) 0.508 0.254 0.127 0.064 0.032 0.015

From the results in Tables 1–4, it is clear that:
(1) By the credit functions (11) and (13), the contribution of the first author to the paper is more

emphasized than that by the first method proposed in [9]. It demonstrates that it is more reasonable
and fair in practice if some nonlinear measures are designed to quantify the IRO.

(2) In the share of each author in Tables 1–4, the largest one for the last author is obtained by the
credit function (11) in all the cases of m = 3, 4, 5, 6. It shows that (11) can reflect the significance of
all the signatures in the same paper, especially for the contribution of the last author. In other words,
by choosing a suitable nonlinear measure, we can pay great attention to the contribution of all the
participants as well as put emphasis on the role of the first participant in the same IRO.

In the end of this section, we give an example to show that the ranking result may be different
if we use the different linear or nonlinear measurement methods. In Table 5, we list two teachers’
information (Teachers A and B) about their published academic papers.
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Table 5. Published papers of A and B.

A B

NA Order NA Order NA Order NA Order

3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 1 4 4 4 4 1 1

In Table 5, the numbers of the papers are shown, where “NA” is
the number of the authors in each paper, “order” is the order of the
teacher in a paper.

It is clear that the paper number of Teacher B (6) is larger than that of Teacher A (2) if we do not
take into account the number of the authors and their order. However, by virtue of the three different
credit functions (8), (10) and (12), we can quantify the contribution of the author in the same paper
such that the two teachers are ranked based on a more precise quantification method. The example we
construct in Table 5 demonstrates that different quantification methods may generate distinct ranking
results (see Table 6).

Table 6. Ranking by published papers.

Number f1 f2 f3

MNP Rank MNP Rank MNP Rank

A 2 1.5 1 1.545 2 1.571 1
B 6 1.5 1 1.6 1 1.335 2

In Table 6, “MNP” represents the modified number of the papers for each
teacher by the credit function.

From Table 6, it follows that:

1. By (9), Teacher A is good as Teacher B.
2. By (13), Teacher A is better than Teacher B.
3. By (11), Teacher B is more excellent than Teacher A.

Since the nonlinear credit function (11) may pay sufficient respect to the contribution of the last
author in the same paper, the obtained results appear more acceptable in practice (6 � 2).

4. Combination of Nonlinear Measures with TOPSIS

In this section, we will present a ranking method by combining the new measurement method on
the IRO with the TOPSIS method in the multi-criteria decision-making (see, for example, [11–13]).

In quantifying the IRO of the scientists, papers, awards and research projects are regarded as
three criteria to evaluate the final achievement of each scientist in this paper. Thus, the rank problem
of the scientists’ IRO is a multi-criteria decison-making problem. However, for any a multi-criteria
decison-making problem, it is a critical step to determine a valid and acceptable original evaluation
matrix. In particular, for the rank problem of the scientists’ IRO, it is certain that how to quantify the
research output of each scientist directly affects the ranking result.

In the following, we shall present an extended TOPSIS algorithm to obtain the rank of the scientists’
IRO based on the new measurement methods in Section 3.

Algorithm 1. (Extended TOPSIS Algorithm)
Step 1 (Calculation of the evaluation matrix): Calculate the original evaluation matrix xij by

virtue of a credit function such as (8), (11) or (13), where xij represents the modified output number of
the i-th scientists by the j-th criterion. Denote X = (xij)n×3.
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Step 2 (Normalization): Each component of the evaluation matrix is normalized such that its
value is in the interval [0, 1]. For example, xij can be normalized by

yij =
xij√
n
∑

i=1
x2

ij

. (17)

Step 3 (Weights of criteria): For the j-th criterion, we first calculate the entropy (see, for
example, [14]) by

Enj = −λ
n

∑
i=1

yij log(yij), (18)

where
λ = 1/ log(m). (19)

Then, the weight vector of the criterion, w = (w1, w2, w3), is determined by

wj =
1− Enj

m
∑

j=1

(
1− Enj

) . (20)

Step 4 (Weighted evaluation matrix): With (20), we obtain the weighted and normalized
evaluation matrix as follows.

ŷij = wjyij. (21)

Step 5 (Final score of IRO): On the basis of the standard IRO in (21), we calculate the final score
of each scientist:

C+
i =

S−i
S+

i + S−i
, (22)

where

S+
i =

√√√√ 3

∑
j=1

(
ŷij − max

i=1,2,··· ,n.
ŷij

)2
, (23)

and

S−i =

√√√√ 3

∑
j=1

ŷ2
ij. (24)

Finally, the values of C+
i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, in descending order form an IRO rank of all the scientists.

Remark 1. In Step 1 of Algorithm 1, the credit functions (8), (11) and (13) are just three examples for
the implementation of Algorithm 1. Since different credit function may affect the distribution fairness
of contribution, more new suitable credit functions are worthy of further investigation to obtain an
acceptable final ranking on the IRO.

Remark 2. In Algorithm 1, as well as the original evaluation matrix X, the weights of the criteria in
Step 3 also play critical roles in computing the final scores of the scientists (see, for example, [15–17]).
Thus, if the weights of the criteria can be optimized by other new models, the above extended TOPSIS
can be further improved in ranking the IRO of the scientists.

5. Applications

In this section, we apply the metric model proposed in this paper to solve some practical problems
from management sciences and finance.
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5.1. Forecasting Based on Suitable Credit Function

Markowtz’s mean-variance (M-V) model of investment portfolio in [18] provides a classic
method for risk investment. We attempt to improve the applicability of the model based on suitable
credit functions.

The simplest investment portfolio model can be written as

min
x

xT Hx− rTx,

s.t.
n
∑

i=1
xi = 1,

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,

(25)

where r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn)T is the random revenue rate of assets, H is the covariance matrix of r, and
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T is the investment portfolio, which represents the investment proportion for
all the assets. Since the decision-making must be done before the realization of random revenue
rates, an “optimal” solution of Model (25) is often obtained by solving the following approximate
optimization model (called Markowtz’s mean-variance model) (see, for example, [18–21]):

min
x

xT H̄x− r̄Tx,

s.t.
n
∑

i=1
xi = 1,

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1,

(26)

where
r̄i =

1
m

m
∑

j=1
rij, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

H̄ij =
1
m

m
∑

j=1
(rij − r̄i)(rij − r̄j),

(27)

and rij represents the given revenue rate of Asset i at Period j (i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , m).
However, the applicability of the above method seriously depends on accuracy of estimating the

random revenue rate r. In (26), r̄ is the mean of sampling data. It says that the importance of each data
in the sample is same. Inspired by the fact that the latest data is often regarded to be more valuable
than the earlier ones in the practical decision-making, we try to determine the weights of the sampling
data by virtue of the proposed credit functions in this paper, such that the latest data generates greater
impact on the investment decision.

For the given m sample values of Asset i, based on a suitable credit function such as (9), (11)
and (13), we can calculate the weights of the sample data at different periods. For the given sequence
of sampling data, its inverse serial number is equivalent to the order of authors in the same paper.
Thus, the latest data will get the maximal weight, and the weights of the other data will decrease as the
serial number becomes smaller. Let wj ∈ Rm be the obtained weight of the j-th sample revenue rate.
Then, different from (27), the random revenue rate and its covariance of Asset i can be estimated by

r̂i =
m
∑

j=1
wjrij, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

Ĥij =
1
m

m
∑

j=1
(rij − r̂i)(rij − r̂j).

(28)

For example, if we have collected a revenue sampling of three assets (Asset A1, Asset A2, Asset A3)
in the past four periods (see Table 7). Then, with the credit function f2, we obtain the weight vector
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w = (0.120, 0.160, 0.240, 0.480). Thus, the random revenue rate and its covariance of Asset i can be
estimated by

r̂i =
4
∑

j=1
wjrij, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

Ĥij =
1
m

m
∑

j=1
(rij − r̂i)(rij − r̂j).

(29)

Consequently,

r̂ = (0.518, 0.4572, 0.5242)T , Ĥ =

 0.0805 −0.0190 −0.0171
−0.0190 0.0681 0.0142
−0.0171 0.0142 0.0813

 .

The corresponding optimal investment portfolio x∗, the maximal revenue P∗ and minimal risk R∗

are given by

x∗ = (0.4257, 0.1692, 0.4051), P∗ = 0.4929, R∗ = 0.0255, R∗ − P∗ = −0.4674,

respectively. In contrast, the optimal investment portfolio given by the mean-variance model are

x̄∗ = (0.2974, 0.2652, 0.4374), P̄∗ = 0.3569, R̄∗ = 0.0157, R̄∗ − P̄∗ = −0.3412.

It is easy to see that the different estimates generate serious impact on the final decision-making
of investment.

Table 7. Sampling on random revenue rate.

Assets Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4

A1 0.4300 0.4698 0.4164 0.5896
A2 0.4702 0.4838 0.4888 0.4376
A3 0.4357 0.4828 0.5703 0.4625

Our next interest in this paper is to compare the forecast accuracy by (27) and (28) in estimating
the revenue rates of all the assets. For this, we have randomly collected the realized daily revenue rates
of 30 stocks from the Shanghai Stock Exchange from the 9th to 13th, May, 2016. To test the forecast
accuracy of (27) and (28), we estimate the revenue rate on Friday based on the earlier four data by (27)
and (28), respectively. The forecast errors are demonstrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Prediction error of the revenue rates.

In Figure 1, “mean” is the error between the realized revenue rate and the estimated value by the
mean method (27), and “weight” is the corresponding error by (28). The results show that for 23 stocks
out of 30 securities, the prediction accuracy of the method (28) is better than that of (27). It is concluded
that construction of suitable credit function can provide an efficient forecast method.

5.2. Evaluation on IRO of Teachers

From the department of human resources in Central South University, we first collect the
individual research outputs of three teachers in a school, which are involved in the academic journal
papers, the research awards and the scientific research projects in the past five years (see Appendix).

In the implementation of Algorithm 1, we choose the three different measurement methods to
obtain the original evaluation matrix in Step 1. In Table 8, we report the standard quantified matrix
of papers, awards and projects on the basis of the credit function (9). In addition, the rank of the
three teachers is also given according to papers, awards and projects, respectively. With this original
evaluation, Algorithm 1 offers us the final contribution scores of the three teachers:

SC1 = (0.4537, 0.9559, 0.3308).

Thus, the ranking of Teachers A1, A2 and A3 is (2, 1, 3). This result is often different from the
ranking obtained only by one evaluation criterion. Actually, from the standardized number of papers
in Table 8, the ranking of the three three teachers is (1, 3, 2), and the ranking in the research awards
is (1, 2, 3).

On the other hand, the results in Table 8 further indicate that the standardized quantity of IRO
plays an important role in measuring the contribution of the teachers. Actually, from the original
number of the published papers, it is clear that Teacher A1 is the best (32 papers), whose number
of papers is nearly three times that of A3 and two times that of A2. Thus, the ranking based on the
original number is (1, 2, 3). However, by the measurement method (8), the obtained standardized
numbers indicate that A3 is better than A2, as well as A1 is the number one.

In Tables 9 and 10, we further implement Algorithm 1 to obtain the standard quantified
matrix and the ranking with respect to the papers, awards and projects by the credit functions (11)
and (13), respectively.
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Table 8. Standardized IRO by f1.

Teachers Papers/Rank Awards/Rank Project/Rank

A1 8.557/1 2.758/1 0.844/2
A2 5.357/3 2.203/2 1.911/1
A3 7.746/2 1.877/3 0.605/3

Table 9. Standardized IRO by f2.

Teachers Papers/Rank Awards/Rank Project/Rank

A1 7.889/1 2.840/1 1.251/2
A2 5.469/3 2.265/2 2.433/1
A3 7.362/2 1.709/3 0.590/3

Table 10. Standardized IRO by f3.

Teachers Papers/Rank Awards/Rank Project/Rank

A1 8.191/1 3.140/1 1.754/2
A2 5.655/3 2.536/2 2.911/1
A3 7.506/2 1.587/3 0.612/3

In virtue of the two standardized quantity matrices of IRO, Algorithm 1 gives us the final
contribution scores of the three teachers:

SC2 = (0.5221, 0.9709, 0.2543), SC3 = (0.6162, 0.9594, 0.2316),

respectively. Thus, the obtained ranking is the same as that from the measurement function (8).
It shows consistency of the three different credit functions in some scenarios.

5.3. Evaluation on Enterprises of Engineering Projects

In the end of this section, we will apply Algorithm 1 in evaluating the engineering enterprises on
the basis of their finished projects.

Suppose that there are three engineering enterprises A, B and C. The evaluation on the enterprises
is associated with the quality level and the total number of their finished projects (experience of
enterprises). In practice, owing to complexity of projects, some projects were done by a number
of cooperative enterprises. Thus, how to standardize the number of the projects finished by each
enterprise is important.

To see the important role of credit functions in ranking, we first suppose that the quality levels
of the finished projects are the same. In Table 11, we report the quality level and the original and
standardized number of the finished projects by all the three enterprises. The second column represents
the quality level (QL) of the finished projects, the third column shows the total number of the finished
projects by the enterprises, and the last three columns are the standardized number of projects by the
different credit functions, defined by (8), (10) and (12), respectively.

Table 11. Quality level (QL) and number of the projects.

Enterprises QL f f1 f2 f3

A 5 8 3.122 3.738 3.524
B 5 6 3.283 3.642 3.213
C 5 4 4 4 4

Based on the standardized data in Table 11, Algorithm 1 provides us the final scores of each
enterprise and the rank (see Table 12).
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Table 12. Final rank with the same quality level.

f1 f2 f3
Enterprises Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

A 0.7805 3 0.9345 2 0.8810 2
B 0.8207 2 0.9105 3 0.8032 3
C 1.001 1 1.011 1 1.212 1

In Table 12, the rank of Enterprises A, B and C is (3, 2, 1) with the credit function f1. In contrast,
with the other two credit functions f2 and f3, we get the same rank of the three enterprises, which
is (2, 3, 1).

The above ranking results demonstrate that the different credit functions may generate distinct
ranking results. However, all of them can improve the rough ranking result (1, 2, 3) directly from the
original data without standardization.

Next, we take into consideration the quality difference of the finished projects. Suppose that the
quality levels of the projects are 4, 5 and 3, finished by Enterprises A, B and C, respectively. Then, by
Algorithm 1, we obtain a ranking result, shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Final rank with the different quality levels.

f1 f2 f3
Enterprises Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

A 0.7987 2 0.8004 2 0.8021 2
B 0.9558 1 0.9911 1 0.9669 1
C 0.6210 3 0.6034 3 0.6098 3

From Table 13, it is concluded that quality level plays a critical role in evaluating the engineering
enterprises by the proposed method in this paper.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed new nonlinear credit functions and nonlinear measurement
methods to quantify the IRO, such as the numbers of academic papers, research awards and scientific
research projects. An example has been constructed to show that there exist differences among these
credit functions in ranking the IRO of the scientists. In virtue of the standardized evaluation matrix
obtained from the proposed methods, an extended TOPSIS algorithm has been developed to determine
the rank even if the achievement of a scientist is associated with the numbers of the papers, awards
and projects in the scientific research. The above research results highlight the following managerial
implications for building efficient management systems for human resources:

(1) By suitable choice of a linear or nonlinear credit function, we can obtain a fair contribution
distribution for all the participants in the same IRO, as well as put emphasis on the role of the
first participant.

(2) By virtue of the extended TOPSIS algorithm, an acceptable fair ranking on the IRO can be
obtained, even if it is associated with a multi-criteria decision-making problem.

(3) Construction of suitable credit function can provide an efficient forecast method.
(4) The TOPSIS method can be further improved if the weights of the criteria are optimized by

new models.
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Appendix Data for the IRO of the Three Teachers

In Tables A1–A5, we list the data of the teachers. We denote A1 a professor in the three teachers,
A2 an associate professor, and A3 a lecturer. In Tables A1–A3, the numbers of the academic papers
are shown.

Table A1. Published papers of A1.

NA Order NA Order NA Order NA Order

4 2 3 1 4 2 4 2
3 3 6 2 3 2 4 2
2 2 5 3 3 2 5 2
3 1 4 2 4 1 4 2
6 5 3 2 6 2 5 3
4 4 4 3 4 2 4 3
4 4 3 3 4 3 5 2
3 2 3 3 4 2 6 1

Table A2. Published papers of A2.

NA Order NA Order NA Order NA Order

4 2 5 2 3 3 4 4
3 3 3 1 6 1 3 2
2 2 3 1 4 2 6 2
3 1 6 2 3 2
6 5 5 3 3 2
4 4 4 2 4 1

Table A3. Published papers of A3.

NA Order NA Order NA Order NA Order

1 1 3 1 4 2 6 5
3 3 6 2 3 2 3 2
2 2 5 3 3 2
3 1 4 2

Table A4. Research awards.

A1 A2 A3

NW Order NW Order NW Order NW Order

8 1 5 1 3 1 1 1
6 2 4 1 3 2 2 2
4 2 6 1 5 2 7 3
3 1 7 2 8 4
4 2 2 1 6 4
7 3 8 1 8 7

In Table A4, the numbers of the research awards are shown, where
“NW” is the number of the winners in each award, “order” is the order
of the teacher in a research award.
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Table A5. Research projects.

A1 A2 A3

NP Order NP Order NP Order NP Order

8 1 8 1 9 2 8 1
9 1 9 1 7 3 8 4
9 2 9 2 5 1 9 5
9 1 9 1 5 1 9 6

In Table A5, the numbers of the research projects are listed, where
“NP” is the number of the participants in each project, “order” is
the order of the teacher in a research project.
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